
CPCE Offsite Testing Instructions 
 

While the following instructions guide the student through the process of securing an offsite testing 
location, it is important to note that an offsite testing student is still required to register for the 
appropriate courses associated with the Counseling Comprehensive Exam: COUN 670 (CPCE) and 
COUN 671 (Integration Portion). An offsite testing student must do so in order for their CPCE test 
results to count towards the completion of the Counseling Comprehensive Exam. If a student has 
not registered for COUN 670, test results will not count even if the student were to pass the CPCE. 

 
Step 1 - Email the CPCE Administrator at counselingcompexam@liberty.edu to request a site switch 
form to scan and email into the Center for Credentialing Education (CCE). 

 

Step 2 - Fill out the site-switch form and then scan and email the form to cpce@cce-global.org. 
Either Laura Hall or Eric Daye will contact you within 5-10 business days (two weeks) with a list of 
proctors and testing sites in your area.  

 

Step 3 - Once you have been contacted back from the CCE, you will have a list of testing centers, 
proctors and their contact information to arrange your CPCE administration. Note: It is the 
student’s responsibility to pick a test date and contact the testing centers to receive approval to 
test there.  

 

Step 4 - Once the site proctor has approved for you to test at their location, email the CCE at 
exam@cce-global.org and inform them when and where you wish to test. Note: this is very 
important because if you do not have approval from the CCE, they will not know when and where 
to send your test.  

 

Step 5 - The last step is to email counselingcompexam@liberty.edu to notify when and where you 
are testing, and that you have approval from the CCE. (Note: This step is important because if you 
do not email back notifying when and where, then Liberty University does not know to register 
offsite testing students for the CPCE (COUN 670) and integration exams (COUN 671)).  

 

 

 

If students have any questions regarding the offsite testing process, please email 
counselingcompexam@liberty.edu 
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